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ABSTRACT
◥

Circular RNAs (circRNA) containing retained introns are nor-
mally sequestered in the nucleus. Dysregulation of cellular homeo-
stasis can drive their nuclear export, which may be involved in
cancer metastasis. However, the mechanism underlying circRNA
nuclear export and its role in lymphnode (LN)metastasis of bladder
cancer remain unclear. Here, we identify an intron-retained
circRNA, circNCOR1, that is significantly downregulated in LN
metastatic bladder cancer and is negatively associated with poor
prognosis of patients. Overexpression of circNCOR1 inhibited
lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis of bladder cancer in vitro
and in vivo. Nuclear circNCOR1 epigenetically promoted SMAD7
transcription by increasing heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleopro-
tein L (hnRNPL)–induced H3K9 acetylation in the SMAD7 pro-
moter, leading to inhibition of the TGFb-SMAD signaling pathway.
Nuclear retention of circNCOR1 was regulated by small ubiquitin-
like modifier (SUMO)ylation of DDX39B, an essential regulatory
factor responsible for circRNA nuclear-cytoplasmic transport.
Reduced SUMO2 binding to DDX39B markedly increased
circNCOR1 retention in the nucleus to suppress bladder cancer
LNmetastasis. By contrast, SUMOylated DDX39B activated nucle-
ar export of circNCOR1, impairing the suppressive role of
circNCOR1 onTGFb-SMAD cascade activation and bladder cancer
LN metastasis. In patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models, over-
expression of circNCOR1 and inhibition of TGFb signaling signif-
icantly repressed tumor growth and LN metastasis. This study
highlights SUMOylation-induced nuclear export of circNCOR1 as
a key event regulating TGFb-SMAD signaling and bladder cancer

lymphangiogenesis, thus supporting circNCOR1 as a novel thera-
peutic agent for patients with LN metastatic bladder cancer.

Significance: This study identifies the novel intron-retained
circNCOR1 and elucidates a SUMOylation-mediated DDX39B–
circNCOR1–SMAD7 axis that regulates lymph node metastasis of
bladder cancer.

Nuclear export of circNCOR1 by SUMOylated DDX39B regulates TGFβR-mediated lymphatic metastasis of bladder cancer cells.
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Introduction
Bladder cancer is the most prevalent oncological disease contrib-

uting to genitourinary system cancer-related deaths, with approxi-
mately 524,000 new cases and 229,000 deaths annually (1, 2). Among

the diverse lethal factors, lymphnode (LN)metastasis is considered the
leading cause for the poor prognosis of bladder cancer, reducing the
5-year survival rate of patients to less than 20% (3, 4).Many researchers
have proposed that lymphangiogenesis, the generation of neonatal
lymphatic vessels from preexisting lymphatic networks, is the essential
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and limiting process of bladder cancer LN metastasis (5, 6). Uncon-
trolled sprouting of lymphatic vessels in the tumor microenvironment
forms a potential route for tumor cell invasion into the lymph drainage
system, resulting in the accumulation of intravascular cancer embolus
and predicting tumor recurrence and metastasis (7, 8). Accordingly,
fully characterizing the molecular mediators and regulatory mechan-
isms governing tumor lymphangiogenesis are of great clinical impor-
tance for patients with bladder cancer.

Circular RNAs (circRNA) are covalently closed RNA molecules
involved in regulating tumor metastasis by inducing tumor cell
epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT), stemness, and immune
escape (9–11). The majority of annotated back-splicing circRNAs
are primarily located in the cytoplasm, while several circRNAs
with retained introns are sequestered in the nucleus (12, 13). It
has been proposed that cancer malignant transformation is
frequently accompanied by the balanced weakening of circRNA
subcellular localization, leading to the increment of nuclear
exportation (14, 15). Intensive researches have demonstrated that
aberrant circRNA nuclear exportation contributes to the dysre-
gulation of intracellular signaling transduction, allowing tumor
cells to acquire the aggressive phenotypes and activating the
tumor metastatic cascade (16, 17). However, the mechanisms
underlying circRNA nuclear exportation in bladder cancer LN
metastasis remain largely unclear.

DDX39B is an evolutionarily conserved member of the DExD-box
helicase family required for mediating the metabolism processing of
multiple cellular RNAs, including pre-mRNA transcription, splicing,
and nuclear export (18, 19). It has been verified that DDX39B acts as a
mediator of circRNA subcellular trafficking in a length-dependent
manner, where it induces the nuclear exportation of longer
circRNAs (20, 21). The pattern of length controlling circRNA nuclear
exportation is subject to certain limitations to the mechanism of
DDX39B recognition and recruitment of circRNAs with specific
lengths (22). Studies on protein three-dimensional structures have
revealed that DDX39B acts as a vital oncogene and is characterized by
several surface-exposed lysine (K) residues to present a variety of
posttranslational modifications (PTM) crucial for RNAnuclear expor-
tation (23, 24). However, the regulatorymechanisms of DDX39B, with
specific PTMs mediating circRNA nuclear exportation to trigger
bladder cancer LN metastasis, remain unknown.

In this study, we identified an intron-retained circRNA, circNCOR1
(hsa_circ_0042174), which was downregulated in bladder cancer and
correlated negatively with LN metastasis in patients with bladder
cancer. Overexpressing circNCOR1 markedly suppressed lymphan-
giogenesis and LN metastasis of bladder cancer in vitro and in vivo.
Moreover, decreasing small ubiquitin-like modifier 2 (SUMO2)
modification of DDX39B significantly impaired circNCOR1 nuclear
exportation to inhibit bladder cancer LN metastasis. Mechanistically,
nuclear circNCOR1 recruited heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleopro-
tein L (hnRNPL) to the SMAD family member 7 (SMAD7) promoter
and epigenetically activated SMAD7 transcription by increasing
H3K9 acetylation on the SMAD7 promoter, thereby inhibiting
TGFb–SMAD signaling, while SUMOylated DDX39B induced
circNCOR1 nuclear exportation to impair its inhibitory role in bladder
cancer LNmetastasis. Furthermore, we conducted experimental treat-
ment in patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models and demonstrated
that circNCOR1 may be a potential therapeutic inhibitor of bladder
cancer. Our study reveals the underlying mechanism of circNCOR1
nuclear exportation, indicating that targeting circRNA nuclear expor-
tationmight be a potential therapeutic target for treating LNmetastatic
bladder cancer.

Materials and Methods
Clinical samples and ethics statement

A total of 228 pairs of bladder cancer tissues and noncancerous
adjacent tissues (NAT) were obtained from patients who had
undergone surgical resection at Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital of
Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, Guangdong, China). The
histologic and pathologic type of each clinical sample was diagnosed
by three experienced pathologists independently. The specimens
were obtained with the written informed consent of all patients and
was approved by the Ethics Committees of Sun Yat-sen Memorial
Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University [approval number: 2013(61)].
The studies were conducted in accordance with recognized ethical
guidelines. Supplementary Table S1 summarizes the patients’
detailed clinical and pathologic data.

Cell lines and cell culture
The human urinary bladder transitional cell carcinoma cell lines

T24 (RRID: CVCL_0554), UM-UC-3 (RRID: CVCL_1783) were
purchased from ATCC, RT112 (RRID: CVCL_1670) was purchased
from German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures GmbH
(DSMZ) and UM-UC-1 (RRID: CVCL_2743) was purchased from
European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures (ECACC).
Human normal bladder epithelial cell line SV-HUC-1 (RRID:
CVCL_3798) was purchased from ATCC. Murine transitional cell
carcinoma cell line MB49 (RRID: CVCL_7076) was purchased from
Millipore, andmurine bladder epithelial cells (MBEC) were purchased
from Procell (catalog no. CP-M058). Human lymphatic endothelial
cells (HLEC) were obtained from ScienCell Research Laboratories. All
cells were maintained in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37�C.
The T24, RT112, and UM-UC-1 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
medium (Gibco, catalog no. C11875500BT). TheUM-UC-3 andMB49
cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco, catalog no. C11995500BT). The
SV-HUC-1 cells were cultured inHam’s F12Kmedium (Gibco, catalog
no. 21127022). All medium was supplemented with 10% FBS (BI,
catalog no. 04–001–1ACS). The HLECs were cultured in endothelial
cell medium (ECM) with 5% FBS (ScienCell Research Laboratories,
catalog no. 1001). The authentication and Mycoplasma testing of all
cell lines were qualified.

Mouse popliteal lymphatic metastasis model
A mouse popliteal lymphatic metastasis model was constructed

to explore the role of circNCOR1 in bladder cancer LN metastasis.
BALB/c nude mice and C57BL/6 mice (approximately 4–5 weeks old)
were purchased and kept at the Experimental Animal Center, Sun Yat-
sen University and used to construct the footpad tumor model as
described in our previous study (25). Briefly, 5� 105GFP-labeledUM-
UC-3 and MB49 cells were harvested and resuspended in 20 mL PBS,
and were slowly injected into the footpads of the mice. Popliteal LN
metastasis was monitored weekly by In Vivo Imaging Systems (IVIS;
Xenogen Corporation) until the footpad tumor was 200 mm3. Then,
the footpad tumors and popliteal LNs were dissected and paraffin-
embedded for IHC detection. Animal experiments were performed
with the approval of the Sun Yat-sen University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and the animals were handled in
accordance with institutional guidelines.

Establishment and treatment of mice carrying PDXs
ThePDXmousemodelwas established to determine the therapeutic

effect of circNCOR1. Fresh bladder cancer samples obtained from
2 patients who had undergone surgery at Sun Yat-sen Memorial
Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University were implanted as subcutaneous
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tumors in 4-week-old NOD/SCID/IL2rg-null (NSG) mice (first
generation, F1). Xenografts from the F1 mice were cut into pieces
and transplanted into F2 mice. When the tumors were 1.5 cm3, they
were excised and divided into pieces in equal volumes and transplanted
into F3 mice. When the PDXs were about 200 mm3, the F3 mice were
randomly divided into several groups (n ¼ 6 per group) and treated
with intratumoral injection of in vivo–optimized circNCOR1 lentivi-
rus, LY2157299 (Selleck, catalog no. S2230), siTGFBR1 and siSMAD7
(RiboBio), respectively. The tumor volume was calculated as 0.5 �
length � width2 and monitored every 3 days. All mice were killed
36 days after treatment and the PDX tumors were analyzed. Animal
experiments were performed with the approval of the Sun Yat-sen
University IACUC and the animals were handled in accordance with
institutional guidelines.

CRISPR-Cas9–mediated gene deletion
LentiCRISPR v2 vectors containing single-guide RNAs targeting

DDX39Bwere purchased fromUBIgene and transfected intoUM-UC-
3 and T24 cells to construct the DDX39B knockout (KO) bladder
cancer cells as described previously (7). The KO efficiency was
evaluated with qRT-PCR analysis.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM Corp.,

RRID:SCR_002865). All quantitative data are expressed as the average
SD of at least three independent experiments. Data with statistical
differences were identified using the c2 test for nonparametric vari-
ables and with Student t test (two-tailed) and ANOVA for parametric
variables. Statistical significance for IHC analyses was assessed using
the H-score. The correlation between groups was analyzed with
Pearson correlation analysis. Overall survival (OS) and disease-free
survival (DFS) were calculated with Kaplan–Meier survival analysis.
The HR and 95% confidence interval for identifying independent
prognostic factors were estimatedwith themultivariate Cox regression
model. In all statistical analyses, P < 0.05 was defined as the threshold
for statistical significance.

Data availability
More detailedmethods are available in the SupplementaryMaterials

andMethods. The data generated in this study are available within the
article and its Supplementary data files. The sequencing data generated
from this study are publicly available in Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO; RRID:SCR_005012) at GSE191036, GSE77661, GSE190827.

Results
circNCOR1 is negatively associated with bladder cancer LN
metastasis

LN metastasis represents a major cause of cancer-related mortality
and preventing it improves the prognosis of patients with bladder
cancer (26). To identify the critical circRNAs involved in inhibiting
bladder cancer LN metastasis, we first conducted next-generation
sequencing (NGS) of four paired bladder cancer tissues and NATs
(GSE191036; Fig. 1A). Then, we analyzed the RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq) data from a public GEO dataset (GSE77661) of bladder cancer
tissues and paired NATs to identify the downregulated circRNAs. As
tumor cell invasiveness marks the metastatic characteristic of tumor,
we established an invasion model to screen the crucial circRNAs
contributing to bladder cancer aggressiveness and metastasis
(Fig. 1B). The intersection of these three sequencing experiments
identified seven circRNAs as consistently downregulated in both high-

invasive bladder cancer cells and bladder cancer tissues (Fig. 1C).
Next, we evaluated the correlation between the expression levels of
these seven circRNAs and bladder cancer LN metastatic status in
our 228-case clinical cohort to confirm that circNCOR1 (hsa_
circ_0042174) was the most significantly downregulated circRNA in
bladder cancer tissues compared with NATs and in LN metastatic
bladder cancer tissues compared with those without LN metastasis
(Fig. 1D and E). Strikingly, IHC staining of lymphatic vessel endo-
thelial hyaluronan receptor 1 (LYVE-1) showed that circNCOR1
overexpression was negatively associated with microlymphatic vessel
density (MLD) in both intratumoral and peritumoral regions in the
bladder cancer tissues (Fig. 1F and G), indicating that circNCOR1
inhibits bladder cancer lymphangiogenesis. Importantly, Kaplan–
Meier analysis using themedian as cutoff showed that low circNCOR1
expression was related to poor OS and DFS in patients with bladder
cancer (Fig. 1H and I). Univariate and multivariate Cox analyses
demonstrated that circNCOR1 was an independent prognostic factor
for the patients’ OS and DFS (Supplementary Table S2 and S3).
Collectively, these results demonstrate that circNCOR1 is negatively
associated with LN metastasis and better prognosis of patients with
bladder cancer.

Identification of circNCOR1 characteristics
As the back-splicing of specific exons and introns for circRNA

formation determines their subcellular localization and biological
function (27), we evaluated themature sequence of circNCOR1, which
has a residual fragment of intron 18 and the entire exon 19 from the
NCOR1 gene, being 556-nucleotides (nt) long (Fig. 1J and K). Using
cDNA and genomic DNA (gDNA) from bladder cancer cells as
templates, divergent primers amplified circNCOR1 only in the cDNA
groups rather than in the gDNA groups (Fig. 1L; Supplementary
Fig. S1A). Moreover, circNCOR1 was difficult to reverse-transcribe
into cDNA using oligo-dT primers as compared with random primers
(Fig. 1M), indicating that it has a circular structure without a poly (A)
tailed structure. Treatment with RNase R, an exoribonuclease that
degrades linear mRNA, significantly decreased the linear NCOR1
mRNA levels while no variation was observed for circNCOR1
(Fig. 1N), confirming its closed circular form. Consistent with this,
circNCOR1 exhibited a significantly longer half-life than NCOR1
mRNA in bladder cancer cells after actinomycin D treatment
(Fig. 1O; Supplementary Fig. S1B). Taken together, these findings
demonstrate that circNCOR1 is a highly stable and intron-retained
circRNA.

SUMOylated DDX39B promotes circNCOR1 nuclear exportation
Interestingly, RNA in situ hybridization (ISH) of the clinical

samples revealed two distinct staining patterns, in which circNCOR1
was mainly enriched in the nucleus of low-grade bladder cancer but
was significantly detected in the cytoplasmic regions of high-grade
bladder cancer (Fig. 2A and B), indicating differential subcellular
location of circNCOR1 between low- and high-grade bladder cancer
specimens. Furthermore, the RNA FISH and subcellular fraction
assays of the bladder cancer cell lines demonstrated that the vast
majority of circNCOR1 was located in the nucleus of UM-UC-1,
RT112 and established low-invasive cells, while it was mostly detected
in the cytoplasm of UM-UC-3, T24 and established high-invasive cells
(Fig. 2C and D; Supplementary Fig. S1C), indicating discrepant
subcellular localization of circNCOR1 in low and high-grade bladder
cancer. As the DDX39 family, including DDX39A and DDX39B, are
essential regulatory factors responsible for circRNA nuclear–
cytoplasmic transportation (20), we first evaluated whether DDX39A
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and DDX39B regulate the subcellular localization of circNCOR1 in
bladder cancer cells. The subcellular fraction assays revealed that
overexpressing DDX39A failed to mediate circNCOR1 nuclear expor-
tation (Supplementary Fig. S1D–S1K), but overexpressing DDX39B
increased the cytoplasmic accumulation of circNCOR1, while down-
regulating DDX39B attenuated circNCOR1 nuclear exportation in

UM-UC-3 cells (Fig. 2E). There was no statistical difference for
circNCOR1 localization in UM-UC-1 cells after DDX39B expression
levels had been altered (Fig. 2F; Supplementary Fig. S1 L–Q), suggest-
ing that DDX39B may exhibit particular biological features in high-
invasive bladder cancer cells. Accordingly, we focused on the specific
mechanism underlying DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1 nuclear

Figure 1.

circNCOR1 downregulation is negatively associated with LN metastasis of bladder cancer. A, Heatmap of the circRNAs differentially expressed in bladder cancer
(BCa) tissues compared with NATs. B, Schematic representation showing the establishment of high- and low-invasive bladder cancer cell lines. C, Schematic
illustration for screening the codownregulated circRNAs in bladder cancer tissues and high-invasive bladder cancer cells. D and E, qRT-PCR analysis of circNCOR1
expression in bladder cancer tissues versus NATs (D) and LN-positive versus LN-negative bladder cancer tissues (E; n¼ 228). F andG,Representative images (F) and
percentages (G) of circNCOR1 expression and LYVE-1-indicated lymphatic vessels in bladder cancer tissues. Scale bars, 50mm.H and I,Kaplan–Meier survival analysis
of the OS (H) and DFS (I) of patients with bladder cancer with low versus high circNCOR1 expression. The cutoff is the median. J, Schematic illustrating the genetic
locus of theNCOR1gene and circNCOR1 derived from intron 18 to exon 19ofNCOR1.K,Theback-splicing junctionof circNCOR1was identifiedbySanger sequencing. L,
PCR with agarose gel electrophoresis assay of circNCOR1 and NCOR1 in the cDNA and gDNA of UM-UC-3 cells. M, qRT-PCR analysis of circNCOR1 expression using
randomprimers or oligo-dT primers.N,qRT-PCRanalysis of circNCOR1 andNCOR1 expression in bladder cancer cells treatedwith orwithout RNaseR.O,Assessment
of circNCOR1 andNCOR1mRNAstability inUM-UC-3 cells. The statistical differencewas assessed through thenonparametricMann–WhitneyU test inD,E,H, and I and
the x2 test in G; and the two-tailed Student t test in M–O. Error bars show the SD from three independent experiments. � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01.
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exportation in high-invasive bladder cancer cells. Western blotting
showed that DDX39B had an additional band with a higher molecular
weight that was markedly overexpressed in UM-UC-3 and T24 cells
(Fig. 2G; Supplementary Fig. S2A and S2B), indicating that it has a
higher level of PTM in high-invasive bladder cancer cells.

To determine the specific PTM type of DDX39B, Western blotting
was performed for bladder cancer cells that had been treated with

inhibitors targeting different types of PTM, and the treatment with
2-D08, a comprehensive SUMOylation inhibitor, significantly atten-
uated the PTM level of DDX39B (Fig. 2H; Supplementary Fig. S2C–
S2G), indicating that DDX39B was SUMOylated in bladder cancer.
Moreover, the subcellular fraction assays revealed that 2-D08marked-
ly impaired the DDX39B-induced circNCOR1 nuclear exportation in
bladder cancer cells (Fig. 2I; Supplementary Fig. S2H), indicating that

Figure 2.

SUMOylation promotes DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1 nuclear exportation.A and B, Representative images (A) and histogram (B) of circNCOR1 location in low- and
high-grade bladder cancer tissues. Scale bars, 50 mm. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin. C and D, FISH (C) and subcellular fraction analysis (D) of circNCOR1 cellular
localization in bladder cancer cells. Scale bars, 5 mm. E and F, Subcellular fraction analysis of circNCOR1 in UM-UC-3 (E) and UM-UC-1 (F) cells after overexpressing or
downregulating DDX39B. G, Western blotting verified the PTM of DDX39B in bladder cancer cells. H, Western blotting of the PTM level of DDX39B after inhibitor
treatment inUM-UC-3 cells. I,Subcellular fraction analysis of circNCOR1 cellular localization in indicatedUM-UC-3 cells. J,Western blotting of theSUMOylation type of
DDX39B in UM-UC-3 cells. K, Western blotting verified the SUMO2 modification of DDX39B after coimmunoprecipitation with anti-DDX39B and IgG control in
UM-UC-3 cells. L, Schematic illustration of the SUMOylation sites on DDX39B predicted by GPS-SUMO. M, Sanger sequencing evaluation of the DDX39BK53R and
DDX39BK155R mutations. N,Western blotting verified that the SUMO2 modification site of DDX39B was the K53 residue. O and P, FISH (O) and subcellular fraction
analysis (P) of circNCOR1 in indicatedUM-UC-3 cells. Scale bars, 5 mm. The statistical differencewas assessedwith thex2 test inB,E,F, I, andP. Error bars show the SD
from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01.
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SUMOylation is indispensable for DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1
nuclear exportation.

To verify the SUMOylation type of DDX39B, UM-UC-3 cell
lines stably expressing His-tagged SUMO1, SUMO2, and SUMO3
were constructed and subjected to coimmunoprecipitation
assays using anti-His antibody. DDX39B was detected only in the
His-SUMO2 overexpressing cells (Fig. 2J; Supplementary Fig. S2I).
Consistently, an additional band of SUMO2-modified DDX39B was
observed at 55 kDa above, which was the theoretical molecular weight
of DDX39B conjugated with SUMO2 (Fig. 2K; Supplementary
Fig. S2J), confirming that DDX39B was SUMOylated with SUMO2
in UM-UC-3 cells. Given that the modification residues are essential
for determining the biological role of SUMOylation on its target
proteins, we used GPS-SUMO, a tool for SUMOylation site analysis,
to predict two potential SUMO modification sites of DDX39B: K53
and K155 (Fig. 2L; Supplementary Fig. S2K). Subsequently, these
potential sites were substituted with arginine (R; DDX39BK53R and
DDX39BK155R) to show that DDX39BK53R rather than DDX39BK155R

dramatically reduced the SUMO2 modification level of DDX39B
(Fig. 2M and N; Supplementary Fig. S2L), demonstrating that the
K53 residue was the major SUMOylation site of DDX39B.

We used the CRISPR-Cas9 system to examinewhether SUMOylation
regulates DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1 nuclear exportation, and
successfully silenced DDX39B expression in high-invasive bladder
cancer cells to eliminate the effect of endogenous DDX39B in
regulating circNCOR1 subcellular localization (Supplementary
Fig. S2M–S2O). Notably, DDX39B overexpression in UM-UC-3-
DDX39BKO (DDX39B KO) cells facilitated circNCOR1 nuclear
exportation, and upregulating SUMO2 markedly enhanced the
efficiency of DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1 nuclear exporting.
Meanwhile, the K53R mutation or the overexpression of SENP3
(SUMO-specific peptidase 3), a deSUMOylase mainly targeting
SUMO2 conjunction, markedly reduced the SUMO2 modification
of DDX39B to inhibit circNCOR1 nuclear exportation (Fig. 2O
and P; Supplementary Fig. S2P and S2Q). Together, these findings
demonstrate that DDX39B is SUMOylated with SUMO2 at K53
and that SUMO2 modification promotes DDX39B-mediated
circNCOR1 nuclear exportation.

circNCOR1 suppresses lymphangiogenesis of bladder cancer
in vitro

Since circNCOR1 was clinically associated with bladder cancer LN
metastasis, we determined the biological function of circNCOR1 in
bladder cancer by gain- and loss-of-function assays in vitro. First,
circNCOR1 expression evaluation of human normal bladder epithelial
cells (SV-HUC-1) and the bladder cancer cell lines revealed that
UM-UC-3 and T24 cells had the lowest circNCOR1 expression
(Supplementary Fig. S3A). Then, we successfully altered circNCOR1
expression via transfection with siRNAs or circNCOR1 plasmid,
whereas no obvious change in NCOR1 mRNA level was observed
(Supplementary Fig. S3B–E).

Given that many have proposed that lymphangiogenesis is the
crucial step in tumor LN metastasis, we explored the effect of
circNCOR1 on bladder cancer lymphangiogenesis by coculturing
HLECs with bladder cancer cells. Coculture with circNCOR1-down-
regulated UM-UC-3 and T24 cells markedly promoted HLECs tube
formation and migration as compared with the control. Conversely,
HLECs tube formation and migration were markedly inhibited after
coculture with circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 and T24 cells
(Fig. 3A; Supplementary Fig. S3F), indicating that circNCOR1 sup-
presses lymphangiogenesis of bladder cancer in vitro.

Tumor LNmetastasis is an elaborate multistep process regulated by
various elements. In addition to the formation of the neonatal lym-
phatic network induced by tumor cell-secreted lymphangiogenic
factors, enhanced tumor cells invasiveness is also vital for stimulating
tumor LN metastasis. Therefore, we investigated the biological func-
tion of circNCOR1 in bladder cancer cells invasiveness. Transwell and
wound healing assays revealed that downregulating circNCOR1
enhanced UM-UC-3 and T24 cell migration and invasion, whereas
overexpressing circNCOR1 had the opposite effect (Supplementary
Fig. S3G–S3J). Collectively, our results indicate that circNCOR1 over-
expression suppresses lymphangiogenesis of bladder cancer in vitro.

circNCOR1 inhibits LN metastasis of bladder cancer in vivo
To further examine the effect of circNCOR1 on bladder cancer LN

metastasis in vivo, a popliteal LNmetastatic model was constructed by
implanting GFP-labeled circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells
into the footpads of nude mice as described previously (28). IVIS
showed that circNCOR1 overexpression decreased the fluorescence
intensity of the popliteal LNs remarkably as comparedwith the control
(Fig. 3B), indicating that circNCOR1 inhibits bladder cancer cell
metastasis to the popliteal LNs of the nude mice. Furthermore,
enucleating the popliteal LNs for IVIS and IHC analyses revealed a
lower metastatic rate of LNs in the circNCOR1-overexpressing group
than in the control group (Fig. 3C–F). Strikingly, circNCOR1 over-
expression significantly reduced the LYVE-1-indicated MLD in both
the intratumoral and peritumoral regions of the footpad primary
tumor tissues (Fig. 3G andH), confirming that circNCOR1 suppresses
lymphangiogenesis of bladder cancer. Considering that immune cells
also play a major role in LN metastasis, we implanted GFP-labeled
circNCOR1-overexpressing MB49 cells into the footpads of C57BL/6
mice to evaluate the effect of circNCOR1 on LN metastasis in
immunocompetent model. The results revealed that circNCOR1 over-
expression markedly decreased the fluorescence intensity and LN
metastatic rate of the popliteal LNs in C57BL/6 mice (Supplementary
Fig. S4A–S4G). Together, these findings demonstrate that circNCOR1
inhibits lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis of bladder cancer
in vivo.

SUMOylated DDX39B mediates nuclear exportation of
circNCOR1 to promote bladder cancer LN metastasis

Since our results verified that SUMOylated DDX39B mediated
circNCOR1 nuclear exportation, we explored whether circNCOR1
nuclear exportation was involved in regulating bladder cancer LN
metastasis. OverexpressingDDX39B reversed the inhibition of HLECs
tube formation and migration induced by circNCOR1 overexpression
in UM-UC-3 cells, while muting K53 in DDX39B (DDX39BK53R)
or SENP3 treatment impaired this effect (Fig. 4A–C), indicating
that DDX39B-mediated circNCOR1 nuclear exportation promotes
bladder cancer lymphangiogenesis in vitro. Similarly, IVIS showed
that DDX39B overexpression retrieved the circNCOR1-mediated
reduction of popliteal LN fluorescence intensity in the nude mice.
Conversely, DDX39BK53R or SENP3 treatment significantly abrogated
the DDX39B overexpression-enhanced UM-UC-3 cells metastasis to
the popliteal LNs (Fig. 4D–F). Furthermore, the LN metastasis rate
was significantly increased in the DDX39B overexpression group
compared with the control, while DDX39BK53R or SENP3 treatment
markedly rescued the circNCOR1-mediated inhibition of bladder
cancer LN metastasis in vivo (Fig. 4G). Importantly, IHC staining
demonstrated that DDX39B overexpression significantly reversed the
circNCOR1-mediated reduction ofMLD in both the intratumoral and
peritumoral regions of the footpad primary tumor tissues, while
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DDX39BK53R or SENP3 failed to restore the circNCOR1-induced
inhibition of lymphangiogenesis (Fig. 4H and I). Taken together, our
findings verify that SUMOylated DDX39B mediates circNCOR1
nuclear exportation to promote LN metastasis of bladder cancer.

circNCOR1 binds with hnRNPL
Considering that circNCOR1 nuclear exportation impairs its

tumor-suppressive role, we believed that circNCOR1 functions pri-
marily in the nucleus of bladder cancer cells. Many researchers have

Figure 3.

circNCOR1 suppresses lymphangiogenesis andLNmetastasis of bladder cancer in vitro and invivo.A,Representative images andquantification of tube formation and
Transwell migration of HLECs cocultured with circNCOR1-downregulated or -overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells. Scale bars, 100 mm. B, Representative bioluminescence
images and quantification of popliteal LNmetastasis in nudemice after overexpressing circNCOR1 (n¼ 12 per group).C,Representative image of the popliteal LN in a
nude mouse. D, Representative bioluminescence image of excised popliteal LNs from the nude mice (n ¼ 12 per group). E, Representative images of anti-GFP IHC
analysis of nudemice popliteal LNs (n¼ 12 per group). Red scale bars, 500 mm; black scale bar, 100 mm. F, The popliteal LNmetastatic rates of the nudemice (n¼ 12
per group).G andH, Representative IHC images and percentages of LYVE-1–indicated lymphatic vessel density in footpad primary tumor tissues. Scale bars, 50 mm.
The statistical difference was assessed with one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett tests in A; and the two-tailed Student t test in A, B, G, and H; and the x2 test in F.
Error bars show the SD from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin.
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proposed that nuclear circRNAs function by interacting with pro-
teins (29, 30). Therefore, we performed RNA pull-down assay using
biotinylated probes targeting the back-splicing site of circNCOR1 to
detect the interacting proteins of circNCOR1. Silver staining revealed
an obvious band with a molecular weight of 55 to 70 kDa in the
biotinylated circNCOR1 group as compared with the control group
(Fig. 5A), which mass spectroscopy identified as hnRNPL (Fig. 5B).
Western blotting after RNA pull-down confirmed that circNCOR1
specifically enrichedhnRNPL (Fig. 5C; Supplementary Fig. S5A–S5C).
Consistently, RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays using anti-
hnRNPL verified significant enrichment of circNCOR1 compared
with the IgG group (Fig. 5D; Supplementary Fig. S5D). FISH and
immunofluorescence assays revealed circNCOR1 and hnRNPL colo-
calization in the nucleus of bladder cancer cells (Fig. 5E), indicating
that circNCOR1 may function by binding with hnRNPL. To further
analyze the specific interaction sites between circNCOR1 and
hnRNPL, we used RBPmap, a website for mapping the binding sites
of RNA-binding proteins, to identify a putative hnRNPL-binding
motif located on the 80- to 130-nt region of circNCOR1 and that

formed a stem-loop structure (Fig. 5F and G). Mutation of the
circNCOR1 80- to 130-nt region significantly decreased circNCOR1
enrichment by hnRNPL (Fig. 5H; Supplementary Fig. S5E), suggesting
that the 80- to 130-nt sequences are essential for circNCOR1–hnRNPL
interaction.

circNCOR1 promotes SMAD7 transcription by recruiting hnRNPL
To investigate the downstream target genes of circNCOR1, we

performed NGS (GSE190827), which revealed that a total of 741 genes
were upregulated after overexpressing circNCOR1 in bladder cancer
cells (Fig. 5I). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathway enrichment analysis showed that the TGFb signaling pathway
was the most significantly enriched one from among 10 cancer-related
signal transduction pathways (Fig. 5J). Then, we detected the expres-
sion profile of pivotal genes in the TGFb signaling pathway. SMAD7
was markedly upregulated in circNCOR1-overexpressing bladder
cancer cells and was downregulated after knocking down circNCOR1
(Fig. 5K; Supplementary Fig. S5F–S5H). SMAD7 is an endogenous
negative regulator of the TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway, inhibiting

Figure 4.

SUMOylated DDX39B mediates circNCOR1 nuclear exportation to promote bladder cancer LN metastasis. A–C, Representative images (A) and quantification of the
tube formation (B) and Transwell migration (C) of HLECs cocultured with UM-UC-3 cells. Scale bars, 100 mmol/L. D–F, Representative bioluminescence images (D)
and quantification (E and F) of popliteal LN metastasis in the nude mice (n¼ 12 per group). G, The popliteal LN metastatic rate in the nude mice (n¼ 12 per group).
H and I, Representative IHC images (H) and percentages (I) of LYVE-1–indicated lymphatic vessel density in the footpad primary tumor tissues from the nude mice.
Scale bars, 100mm.The statistical differencewas assessedby one-wayANOVA followedbyDunnett tests inB,C,E,F, and I, and thex2 test inG. Error bars show theSD
from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin.
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Figure 5.

circNCOR1 promotes SMAD7 transcription by recruiting hnRNPL. A, Silver staining image of RNA pull-down assay with circNCOR1 and control probes. B, Mass
spectrometry analysis of circNCOR1-binding proteins after RNA pull-down assay. C, Western blotting of the interaction between circNCOR1 and hnRNPL. D, RIP
assays revealing circNCOR1 enrichment by hnRNPL in UM-UC-3 cells. E,Representative images of circNCOR1 and hnRNPL colocalization in bladder cancer cells. Scale
bars, 5mm. F, hnRNPL-bindingmotif predicted by RBPmap.G, The stem-loop structure of hnRNPL-bindingmotifs in circNCOR1.H,RIP assays after deletion of the 80-
to 130-nt regions of circNCOR1 in UM-UC-3 cells. I, Heatmap of differentially expressed transcripts in circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells. J, KEGG pathway
enrichment analysis of the enriched pathways in circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells. K, qRT-PCR analysis of TGFb signaling pathway-related genes in
circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells. L andM,Western blotting of crucial proteins in the TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway after circNCOR1 overexpression (L) or
downregulation (M) in UM-UC-3 cells.N, Transcriptional activity of SMAD7 in circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells transfected with truncated SMAD7 promoter
luciferase plasmids. O, ChIRP assays detected the circNCOR1-associated chromatin fragments of the SMAD7 promoter in UM-UC-3 cells. P, Luciferase activity in
UM-UC-3 cells. Q and R, ChIP-qPCR of hnRNPL (Q) and H3K9ac (R) enrichment on SMAD7 promoter after circNCOR1 overexpression in UM-UC-3 cells. S, qRT-PCR
analysis of SMAD7 expression in circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cellswith or without silencing hnRNPL. T,ChIP-qPCR analysis of H3K9ac enrichment on SMAD7
promoter in circNCOR1-overexpressing UM-UC-3 cells with or without silencing hnRNPL. The statistical difference was assessed by the two-tailed Student t test inD,
H,K,N,O,Q, andR, and one-wayANOVA followedbyDunnett tests inP, S, and T. Error bars show the SD from three independent experiments. �, P <0.05; �� , P <0.01.
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the TGFb receptor-mediated SMAD phosphorylation (31). Therefore,
we performed Western blotting to confirm that circNCOR1-induced
SMAD7 overexpression decreased phosphorylated SMAD2 (p-
SMAD2) and SMAD3 (p-SMAD3) expression levels. Conversely,
knocking down circNCOR1 obviously upregulated the p-SMAD2 and
p-SMAD3 levels by downregulating SMAD7 expression (Fig. 5L
and M; Supplementary Fig. S5I and S5J; Supplementary Fig. S6A–
S6T). These data suggest that circNCOR1 inhibits the TGFb–SMAD
signaling pathway by upregulating SMAD7 expression.

To further explore the regulatory mechanism underlying
circNCOR1-induced upregulation of SMAD7 expression, we con-
structed serial luciferase plasmids containing SMAD7 promoter
sequences of various lengths, i.e., -2000 nt to þ200 nt. The promoter
luciferase assays indicated that the -800-nt to -500-nt region of the
SMAD7 promoter markedly increased the luciferase activity in cir-
cNCOR1-overexpressing bladder cancer cells (Fig. 5N; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S7A), suggesting that this region is essential for circNCOR1-
mediated SMAD7 transactivation. As emerging studies have shown
that circRNAs are similar to long noncoding RNAs in regulating the
transcription of target genes by interacting with their promoters, the
complementary regions between circNCOR1 and the SMAD7 pro-
moter were predicted by sequence alignment analysis (Supplementary
Fig. S7B). The direct interaction between circNCOR1 and the -625-nt
to -614-nt region (referred to as P3) of the SMAD7 promoter was
confirmed with chromatin isolation by RNA purification (ChIRP)
assays (Fig. 5O; Supplementary Fig. S7C). Overexpressing circNCOR1
increased the luciferase activity of the SMAD7 promoter in an obvious
manner, while mutating the circNCOR1-binding region on the
SMAD7 promoter markedly decreased the circNCOR1-mediated
transcriptional activation of SMAD7 (Fig. 5P; Supplementary
Fig. S7D), suggesting that circNCOR1 directly binds with the P3
region of the SMAD7 promoter to form a DNA–RNA triplex and
activate SMAD7 transcription.

It is widely believed that histone modifications play a crucial role in
the epigenetic regulation of gene expression, and we have previously
reported that hnRNPL-induced histone modification contributes to
the transcriptional activation of target genes (32, 33). Therefore, we
further examined whether circNCOR1 promotes SMAD7 transcrip-
tion by recruiting hnRNPL to induce histone modification on SMAD7
promoter. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays showed
that the enrichment of hnRNPL and histone H3K9 acetylation
(H3K9ac) on SMAD7 promoter were significantly increased in
circNCOR1-overexpressing bladder cancer cells, while no obvious
changes of other histone modification markers were observed, and
silencing circNCOR1 impaired the enrichment of hnRNPL and
H3K9ac status on SMAD7 promoter (Fig. 5Q and R; Supplementary
Fig. S7E–S7L). Moreover, ChIP analysis revealed that silencing
hnRNPL significantly attenuated the circNCOR1 overexpression-
induced SMAD7 transcriptional activity and H3K9ac enrichment on
SMAD7 promoter (Fig. 5S and T; Supplementary Fig. S7M–S7P).
Since the acetylation modification of histone was mainly catalyzed
by histone acetyltransferases (HAT; ref. 34), we further performed co-
IP analysis to confirm that p300, a HAT, interact with hnRNPL
(Supplementary Fig. S7Q–S7S). Furthermore, treatment with C646,
a specific p300 inhibitor, markedly impaired the circNCOR1-induced
enrichment of H3K9ac on SMAD7 promoter (Supplementary Fig. S7T
and S7U), suggesting that circNCOR1-induced H3K9ac on SMAD7
promoter is dependent of hnRNPL with the assistance of p300. Taken
together, our results demonstrate that circNCOR1 activates SMAD7
transcription by recruiting hnRNPL to increase p300-dependent
H3K9ac on SMAD7 promoter.

circNCOR1 inhibits LNmetastasis of bladder cancer by inhibiting
the TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway

We explored whether the TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway is
essential for circNCOR1-inhibited lymphangiogenesis and LNmetas-
tasis of bladder cancer. Coculture with circNCOR1-overexpressing
bladder cancer cells significantly inhibited HLECs tube formation
and migration, while knocking down SMAD7 rescued the ability of
circNCOR1 overexpression to suppress HLECs tube formation and
migration (Fig. 6A–C; Supplementary Fig. S8A–S8C). In addition,
Transwell and wound healing assays confirmed that circNCOR1
overexpression attenuated bladder cancer cells migration and inva-
sion, whereas knocking down SMAD7 reversed the circNCOR1-
mediated suppressive effect in an obvious manner (Supplementary
Fig. S8D–S8G).

Then we implemented in vivo experiments to further examine the
effect of circNCOR1-mediated SMAD7 in bladder cancer LN metas-
tasis. Downregulating SMAD7 greatly increased the circNCOR1-
induced reduction of the popliteal LN metastasis rate in nude mice
(Fig. 6D). Moreover, knocking down SMAD7 significantly attenuated
the inhibition of bladder cancer cells metastasis to the popliteal LNs
mediated by circNCOR1 overexpression (Fig. 6E and F). Therefore,
our findings illustrate that circNCOR1 inhibits lymphangiogenesis
and LN metastasis of bladder cancer by suppressing TGFb–SMAD
signaling pathway activation.

SUMOylated DDX39B inhibits circNCOR1-induced SMAD7
upregulation

We further examined whether SUMOylated DDX39B attenuates
SMAD7 expression by facilitating circNCOR1 nuclear exportation to
promote bladder cancer LN metastasis. Luciferase assays showed that
DDX39B overexpression induced circNCOR1 nuclear exportation and
reduced the luciferase activity of the SMAD7 promoter in circNCOR1-
overexpressing bladder cancer cells. DDX39BK53R or SENP3 treatment
rescued this inhibitory effect by retaining circNCOR1 in the nucleus
(Fig. 6G; Supplementary Fig. S9A). Moreover, qRT-PCR verified
that DDX39B overexpression significantly inhibited the cir-
cNCOR1-mediated upregulation of SMAD7, whereas DDX39BK53R

or SENP3 treatment markedly reversed SMAD7 expression (Fig. 6H;
Supplementary Fig. S9B). Consistently, western blotting confirmed
that DDX39B overexpression significantly inhibited circNCOR1-
induced SMAD7 upregulation, whereas DDX39BK53R or SENP3 treat-
ment markedly retrieved SMAD7 expression (Fig. 6I and J; Supple-
mentary Fig. S9C and S9D). Taken together, these results demonstrate
that SUMOylatedDDX39B promotes circNCOR1 nuclear exportation
to inhibit circNCOR1-induced SMAD7 upregulation.

circNCOR1 inhibits tumor growth in PDXs from LN metastatic
bladder cancer

Since circNCOR1 plays a suppressive role in bladder cancer LN
metastasis, we further established PDX models using tumor tissues
from patients with LN metastatic bladder cancer to examine the
therapeutic effect of circNCOR1. When the PDXs were 200 mm3,
the mice were injected intratumorally with in vivo–optimized
circNCOR1 lentivirus or siSMAD7 reagent, and inhibited TGFb/
SMAD signaling pathway by treating with LY2157299, a TGFb
signaling inhibitor or in vivo–optimized siTGFBR1 reagent
(Fig. 7A). Overexpression of circNCOR1 and inhibition of TGFb/
SMAD signaling pathway markedly suppressed the tumor volume
growth in PDX models, while siSMAD7 exhibited opposite effect.
Moreover, the tumor volume of PDXs in the mice that received
circNCOR1 lentivirus combined with LY2157299 was obviously
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decreased compared with those in the mice treated with circNCOR1
lentivirus or LY2157299 alone (Fig. 7B andC; Supplementary Fig. S9E
and S9F), indicating that circNCOR1 and LY2157299 have a syner-
gistic therapeutic effect on bladder cancer progression. In addition,
circNCOR1 lentivirus treatment significantly increased the
circNCOR1 and SMAD7 expression levels and suppressed the
LYVE-1-indicated MLD in the PDXs (Fig. 7D and E; Supplementary
Fig. S9G and S9H). Collectively, these results demonstrate that
circNCOR1 has the potential to become a druggable inhibitor in
bladder cancer therapy.

Clinical relevance of the DDX39B–circNCOR1–SMAD7 axis in
patients with bladder cancer

To examine whether the DDX39B–circNCOR1–SMAD7 axis is
clinically associated with lymphangiogenesis and bladder cancer LN
metastasis, we first evaluated DDX39B expression in patients with
bladder cancer. The results showed that DDX39B was markedly

upregulated in bladder cancer tissues rather than in NATs (Fig. 7F;
Supplementary Fig. S9I–S9K). DDX39B overexpression was related to
the LN metastasis of patients with bladder cancer in our large clinical
cohort (Fig. 7G). Furthermore, double immunofluorescent staining
revealed a positive correlation between DDX39B expression and
LYVE-1-indicated MLD in both the intratumoral and peritumoral
region of bladder cancer tissues (Fig. 7H–J), indicating that DDX39B
overexpression is associated with lymphangiogenesis of bladder can-
cer. Next, we explored the clinical correlation of circNCOR1-induced
SMAD7 in our clinical cohort of 228 patients with bladder cancer.
There was a positive correlation between circNCOR1 expression and
SMAD7 levels in both bladder cancer tissues and paired NATs
(Fig. 8A–C). Moreover, statistical analysis of the cohort verified that
SMAD7 was significantly downregulated in bladder cancer tissues as
compared with NATs, consistent with the results from The Cancer
Genome Atlas database (Fig. 8D–F; Supplementary Table S4).
Kaplan–Meier analysis revealed that SMAD7 was negatively related

Figure 6.

circNCOR1 inhibits LNmetastasis of bladder cancer by inhibiting the TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway.A–C, Representative images (A) and quantification of the tube
formation (B) and Transwell migration (C) by HLECs cocultured with UM-UC-3 cells. Scale bars, 100 mm. D, The popliteal LNmetastatic rate in the nude mice (n¼ 12
per group). E and F, Bioluminescence (E) and LN volume (F) of popliteal LN metastasis in the nude mice (n ¼ 12 per group). G, Luciferase activity of the SMAD7
promoter in indicated UM-UC-3 cells. H, qRT-PCR analysis of SMAD7 expression in indicated UM-UC-3 cells. I and J, Western blotting of SMAD7 expression in
indicated UM-UC-3 (I) and T24 (J) cells. The statistical difference was assessed by the two-tailed Student t test in B, C, E, and F, and the x2 test in D; and one-way
ANOVA followed by Dunnett tests in G and H. Error bars show the SD from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01.
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to poor prognosis in the patients with bladder cancer (Fig. 8G andH).
Taken together, our results demonstrate that circNCOR1 inhibits LN
metastasis of bladder cancer by upregulating SMAD7 in a SUMOylated
DDX39B-dependent manner.

Discussion
The nuclear exportation of RNA molecules is widely involved in

activating prometastatic signaling, endowing tumor cells with an
aggressive characteristic and stimulating tumor metastasis, which has
emerged as a noticeable field of RNA-dependent tumor clinical
therapy (35, 36). Yet, the biological role of circRNA nuclear expor-
tation in LN metastasis of bladder cancer remains unknown. In the
present study, we identified a nuclear translocated circRNA,
circNCOR1, which is downregulated in bladder cancer and which

correlated negatively with lymphangiogenesis and LN metastasis of
bladder cancer. The nuclear exportation of circNCOR1 intensively
impaired its ability for inhibiting TGFb–SMAD signaling pathway
activation to suppress bladder cancer LN metastasis. Moreover, we
confirmed that promoting circNCOR1 nuclear retention achieved
effective inhibition of bladder cancer lymphangiogenesis and
popliteal LN metastasis in vivo. Therefore, our findings highlight the
insight of circRNA nuclear exportation in regulating tumor metastasis
and indicate that targeting circNCOR1 nuclear exportation may be a
potential therapeutic strategy for LN metastatic bladder cancer
(Fig. 8I).

DDX39B possesses a variety of PTMs that are crucial for recruiting
RNA export complexes (37, 38). Nevertheless, the regulatory role of
certain PTMs in DDX39B mediation of circRNA nuclear exportation
remains unknown. In this study, we confirmed that DDX39B was

Figure 7.

circNCOR1 inhibits tumor growth in PDXs from LNmetastatic bladder cancer. A, Timeline schematic for treatment of the mice carrying PDX. B and C, circNCOR1 and
LY2157299 significantly inhibited PDXs growth in themice (n¼ 6 per group).D and E, qRT-PCR analysis of circNCOR1 (D) and SMAD7 (E) expression in PDXs before
and after treatment (n¼ 6 per group). F andG, qRT-PCR ofDDX39B expression in bladder cancer (BCa) tissues versus NATs (F) and LN-positive versus LN-negative
bladder cancer tissues (n¼ 228;G).H,Representative images of DDX39B and LYVE-1–indicated lymphatic vessel density in bladder cancer tissues. H&E, hematoxylin
and eosin. Scale bar, 100 mm. I and J, Correlation analysis of DDX39B expression and LYVE-1–indicated lymphatic vessel density in bladder cancer tissues (n¼ 228).
The statistical differencewas assessed by one-wayANOVA followedbyDunnett tests inB–E and the nonparametricMann–WhitneyU test in F andG. Error bars show
the SD from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01.
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SUMOylated at the K53 residue and that the SUMOylation markedly
enhanced the efficiency of DDX39B in mediating circNCOR1 nuclear
exportation in bladder cancer cells. We found that overexpressing
DDX39B alone had little effect on circNCOR1 nuclear exportation,
while the conjugation of SUMO2 at the K53 residue dramatically
enhanced DDX39B regulation of circNCOR1 nuclear exportation.
Specifically, inhibiting DDX39B SUMOylation with the enzyme
SENP3 dramatically impaired circNCOR1 nuclear–cytoplasmic trans-
portation. Our results reveal a crucial mechanism by which DDX39B
controls circRNA nuclear exportation in a SUMOylation-dependent
manner, providing a new perspective on DDX39B mediation of
circRNA nuclear–cytoplasmic trafficking.

RNA-seq analyses series have shed new light on a wide range of
circRNAs and revealed that circRNAs with abnormal expression
patterns contribute extensively to tumor stemness, EMT, and thera-
peutic resistance (39–41). circRNAs act as mediators of microRNA
activity, scaffolds of protein complexes and inhibitors of RNA–protein

interactions, thereby controlling the signaling cascade to regulate
tumor metastasis (42–44). However, the regulatory mechanism of
circRNAs for guiding epigenetic activation of gene transcription is
largely unclear. Herein, we found that circRNAs could interact with
the promoters of their target genes to serve as the “address code” of
specific chromatin-modifying enzymes for gene transcriptional
regulation, in which circNCOR1 directly bound with the SMAD7
promoter to form a DNA–RNA triplex, increasing hnRNPL-induced
H3K9ac to promote SMAD7 transcription. Importantly, deleting the
circNCOR1-binding sequence on the SMAD7 promoter or muting the
hnRNPL-interacting motif on circNCOR1 significantly impaired the
circNCOR1-induced transcriptional activation of SMAD7. Our find-
ings provide a new perspective for studying the regulatory mechanism
underlying circRNA in mediating gene expression by recruiting
histone-modifying enzymes to precisely locate on the gene promoters,
thereby having an efficient, stable epigenetically transcriptional reg-
ulatory effect.

Figure 8.

Clinical relevance of the DDX39B–circNCOR1–SMAD7 axis in patients with bladder cancer. A and B, circNCOR1 expression correlated positively with SMAD7
expression in the bladder cancer tissues (n¼ 228). Scale bars, 50 mm.C,Correlation analysis of circNCOR1 and SMAD7 expression in bladder cancer tissues (n¼ 228).
D, SMAD7 expression levels were downregulated in bladder cancer tissues from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. E, qRT-PCR analysis of SMAD7
expression in bladder cancer (BCa) tissues and NATs (n¼ 228). F, Comparison of SMAD7 expression in LN-positive and LN-negative bladder cancer tissues.G andH,
Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of the OS (G) and DFS (H) of patients with bladder cancer with low versus high SMAD7 expression. The cutoff is the median. I,
Schematic diagram describing that circNCOR1 activates SMAD7 transcription by recruiting hnRNPL to increase H3K9ac on SMAD7 promoter, thus inhibiting TGFb–
SMAD signaling pathway to suppress LNmetastasis of bladder cancer, whereas SUMOylated ofDDX39B promotes the nuclear exportation of circNCOR1 to impair the
inhibitory role of circNCOR1 on bladder cancer LNmetastasis. The statistical difference was assessed by the x2 test inB and the nonparametric Mann–WhitneyU test
in D–H. Error bars show the SD from three independent experiments. �� , P < 0.01.
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PDX models are created by directly transplanting tumor fragments
surgically dissected frompatients into immunodeficientmice and have
become increasingly utilized as a promising tool for cancerous trans-
lational research (45, 46). Accumulating evidences have proposed that
PDXmodels share similar pathohistologic and epigenetic features with
their original tumor tissues and have emerged as a useful model for
preclinical drug evaluation, biomarker exploration, and personalized
medicine therapy (47, 48). Targeted delivery of noncoding RNA
inhibitors and oligonucleotides by lipid nanoparticles or siRNA con-
jugates has broad potential as a therapeutic against cancer (49,50).
Here, we established PDX models using LN metastatic bladder
cancer tissues to perform therapeutic experiments, in which
circNCOR1 lentivirus treatment significantly upregulated SMAD7
expression and suppressed bladder cancer growth and tumor burden.
We also performed experimental therapy with the TGFb signaling
inhibitor LY2157299 in the PDX models and found that it can also
efficiently inhibit tumor volume growth. Importantly, combined
treatment of circNCOR1 and LY2157299 exhibited a synergistic effect
in impeding tumor progression in the PDXs. Our results provide
comprehensive evidence that circNCOR1 serves as a tumor suppressor
and propose circNCOR1 as a potential therapeutic inhibitor of
bladder cancer.

In summary, our study highlights a novel mechanism underlying
SUMOylation-induced nuclear exportation of circNCOR1 mediating
the DDX39B–circNCOR1–SMAD7 axis to regulate lymphangiogen-
esis of bladder cancer. Furthermore, we demonstrate that blocking
DDX39B SUMOylation restored the inhibitory effect of circNCOR1
on bladder cancer LN metastasis in vivo. These findings provide new
understanding of the regulatory mechanism of SUMOylation-driven
circRNA nuclear exportation to trigger lymphangiogenesis of bladder

cancer, suggesting circNCOR1 as an encouraging therapeutic inhibitor
for LN metastatic bladder cancer.
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